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Fuel stop in Rock Springs, WY, cold and windy (see page 6)
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Chapter 38 has kicked off
our year with a great start!
Our January chapter
meeting took place at
Mike’s Aero Classics with
a beautiful T-28 set as the
backdrop!
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Mike Flagella and Jake
Carter generously
donated their time (Mike
also donated his hangar
space) and spoke to us
about
aircraft
maintenance. They
shared their knowledge

on annual
maintenance
maintenance
We had 19
meeting!

inspections, preventative
and what to expect as part of
inspection at IAC competitions.
people in attendance at our

The 2019 Rule book is out (see IAC.com) and
don’t miss your opportunity to learn the rules,
bone up on your judging skills, and hang out
with our fellow chapter members at the March
24 – 25 Judge’s School. Whether you plan to
be a judge or not, you should know the rules of
our sport. Please RSVP to Dave our instructor
at dave@aerobatika.com if you plan to attend.
More details below. Any one who completes
their new Judging requirements within 12
months of the course will have their
registration fees refunded! WE NEED MORE
JUDGES IN CALIFORNIA – PLEASE JOIN US
THERE AND BECOME A JUDGE! (Info on
page 5)

The first weekend of February, Beth Stanton
and her entourage (Dave Watson, Tom
Grundherr and Britt Lincoln) road tripped to
Pine Mountain Lake for the monthly Pine
Mountain Aviation Association meeting where
Beth was the keynote speaker. Beth was
amazing, as always! For the after party we
were invited to join a group at Jeff and Vicky
Benzing’s house, where we also
received a tour of their “his” and “hers”
hangars! We had so much fun (maybe
a little too much fun) with the amazing
group of people up at Pine Mountain
Lake. The three of us (Beth has been
for years) officially became members
of the PMLAA and plan to go back as
often as we can!

Don’t miss our next Chapter meeting,
Sunday February 24 at 15:00 at Mike
Flagella’s hangar. Dave Watson will
facilitate a discussion on tips for
preparing for competitions, what to
expect at a competition and answer
any questions. We would like for this
meeting to be interactive and encourage all
members, newbies to competition as well as
seasoned “professionals”, to join. Our goal is
that those of you with experience can help
share your knowledge and experience with
members who are new to IAC competitions.
Watch for an e-mail announcement. Details
and directions to Mike’s hangar on page 12

In February Dave Watson accompanied me on
a ferry flight in a Super Decathlon to
Wisconsin. Read more about our adventure in
the separate story!
This past Monday evening, Dave and “Tall
Eric” (who is not YET a chapter member) flew
up to KCCR with me for the AOPA ASI Peaks
to Pavement: “Lessons Applied from the
Backcountry” seminar. I was there on behalf of
the Recreational Aviation Foundation (the
“RAF”) and spoke to a group of approximately
120 pilots about the RAF and our mission.
Dave was there in full force preying on
unsuspecting pilots to snare into the aerobatic
world. I will be presenting the Peaks to
Pavement seminar for AOPA in North Carolina
in March, just in case any of you want to be a
groupie.

Lastly, if any members have any requests or
ideas for Chapter meeting topics, please
e-mail or call me. We want to know what
piques your interest! Also, we are always
looking for content for the Newsletter; we
would love to include your stories, photos and
overall shenanigans!
See you at the Chapter Meeting!
Britt
(photos continue)
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(continued)
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INTRODUCTION TO AEROBATIC JUDGING
WEEKEND SEMINAR
March 23-24
This course presents the basic concepts of aerobatic judging. This is a
2-day class. This seminar presents the "Introduction to IAC and the Aresti
Language" session on day 1 and the "Practical Aerobatic Judging"
session on day 2.
Day One - Introduction to IAC and the Aresti Language:
1 Review of Requirements for becoming an IAC Judge
2 Overview of the Competition Arena
3 Introduction to the Aresti Aerobatic Catalogue
4 Learning the Aresti Language
5 Constructing Aerobatic Figures
6 Review of Catalogue Families
Day Two - Practical Aerobatic Judging (Recurrency Session):
1 Contest Flight Program Rules
2 Checking a Freestyle Sequence
3 Detailed Judging Criteria
Upon completion of this course new Candidate Regional Judges will be
qualified to volunteer as an Assistant Judge at any IAC competition, and
will have completed one requirement towards becoming an IAC Regional
Judge. For previously certified Judges, attendance at the Practical
Aerobatic Judging session of this training will fulfill recurrency
requirements for attending a Judges Seminar as defined in IAC Rule
2.6.3.
Day one and two required for new Judge wanna be’s. Day two required
only for current judges that did not meet their judging requirements in
2018.
The cost of the school is $45.00 per day which includes morning and
afternoon snacks, and lunch (please bring your own beverages for the
day). Your costs for the school will be re-funded if you qualify to become
a new regional Judge before the first CA contest of 2020! If you plan to
attend, PLEASE RSVP to Dave Watson at dave.aerobatika.com for more
information and so we can plan accordingly. See you there!
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Dave and Britt right before departing LVK (the warmest part of our trip
by at least 20 degrees)

Britt and Dave’s “See America” Tour
Written by Britt Lincoln
(stick and keyboard hog, with sporadic and momentary assistance from Dave Watson
Fox River, Wisconsin (96C) is American
Champion’s privately owned strip that leads to
the factory door. It seemingly was built 90
degrees to the wind! According to ACA’s
Super Decathlon POH, the demonstrated
crosswind component is 17 knots; N146MA

proved otherwise! At the end of a 3-day cross
country, in arctic temperatures, Britt Lincoln
and Dave Watson delivered a Super D back
to its place of birth with a landing that was
characteristic of the entire flight. Her birth
records may need to be modified….
(continued)
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Cloud Surfing

3 Months Earlier: Britt was approached by a
Super D owner in Livermore looking to hire
her to ferry his airplane back to the factory for
some modifications. Much to her surprise, her
aerobatic coach, Dave, was interested in
accompanying her on this, what would turn
out to be, an epic straight-and-level
adventure.

auspiciously and at T minus 60 minutes some
shit (didn’t) hit the fan.
“Livermore ground, we have a problem.
N146MA at Runway 25R run up. Request taxi
South hangars”. Shit. Cylinder one failed the
mag check with a HARD ZERO. Fortunately
Dave has a tool chest as big as Dolly
Parton’s, and a few spare spark plugs lying
around. After a complete removal of the top
and bottom (cowlings, I mean) and
replacement of a few spark plugs, 6MA finally
passed the run-up. We laughed it off and
nearly simultaneously said in Jim Lovell
fashion, “well, it looks like we just had our

2 Days Earlier: Our window for the trip didn’t
open until the second week of February,
heading straight towards the infamous “Polar
Vortex”. Both of us were excited to see
America from above. However, the trip started

(continued)
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glitch for the mission!”. We were finally
wheels up.

she suggested modification of Dave’s original
plan and took a safer path over the Sierras!
The Sierra crossing presented a sea of white
as far as the eye could see. A very brief break
in the clouds at KTVL exposed a beautiful
view of Lake Tahoe. As we approached
Lovelock, NV (KLOL), we finally found a
second break in the cloud deck. We cancelled
Flight Following and descended through that
hole like a Pitts with engine out!

“N146MA cleared for take-off, runway 25L.
North-East departure approved.” As we
approached Placerville we soon realized the
weather forecast had been lying to us. We
began a slow climb to 10.5, then 11.5, then
12.5, to end up VFR-on-top above an
increasingly thick layer of clouds below. We
discussed the 40kts winds aloft over the
Sierras, and Britt’s backcountry and mountain
flying experience were put to great use as

Lovelock was an ironic choice for a stop; with
the identifier “LOL”, it was as if the aviation

The Great Salt Lake and Antelope Island
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(continued)

Gods were mocking us to foreshadow the
events to come. This turn was the equivalent
to a Formula 1 pit stop. Britt fueled the right
tank while Dave emptied his; Dave ran back
to
airplane
Typethe
to enter
textas fast as he could, which
turns out to be about half as fast as he ran to
the bathroom (imagine that folks! Haha). He
fueled the left tank while Britt made here dash
for the FBO. We departed LOL in a hurry as a
snow storm was blowing in; snow was
collecting on the runway as we approached
rotation speed. On the climb out of Lovelock
we were like newlyweds
on our wedding night;
debating if we should
be on top or bottom (of
the cloud layer, that is).
We decided we’d be
safer back on top. Here
we were, again, on our
trip to “see America”,
with our foggles on and
a little closer to God.
So close, in fact, that
our OAT was reading
-32C. At these
temperatures the one
heater, in the front, was
performing as if it were
bailing against a rising
tide!

Decathlon! Push, Push, Push! Push Harder!
Push to VNE”. I mentioned before that our
decision making process reminded me of
newlyweds, right?
We descended into Wendover (KENV). We
landed runway 30 in Utah, with what we
thought was a bitchin’ cross wind (keep
reading for more on that), and finished the
roll-out in Nevada; Runway 30 spans 2
states! If we would have known this, we
would have practiced our STOL skills and
tried to land with the
mains in one state and
the tailwheel in another!
Our flight plan included
one more fuel leg, but
with our late start from
LV K a n d a n a s t y
looking snow squall to
the East of ENV, we
suddenly heard the
casinos of Wendover
calling our names!
Sidebar: Dave and I
found a new profession
in Wendover. We are
now
not
only
professional pilots, but
also professional beer
drinkers! I know you all think you are also
professional beer drinkers, but have you
actually made money for drinking beer at a
bar? Ask us how!

After 2.5 hours of intense concentration,
sub-zero temperatures in the cockpit, little
conversation (except regularly to check on
the condition of the other inhabitant of this
torture chamber), while staring at a layer of
cotton candy with a thin wisp of atmosphere
above our heads, we found another hole! All
of a sudden I could hear Dave from the
backseat screaming like he does as my
aerobatic coach “There’s a hole! It’s a Super

1 Day Earlier: Thursday morning KENV was
clear and calm. We departed to the East
towards SLC with a breathtaking view of the
Great Salt Lake surrounded by snow-capped
mountains. We called up Salt Lake Approach;
our conversation with ATC would warrant a
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(continued)

Type to enter text

We made it to the ACA Factory

write-up in Beth’s “Brilliance and Buffoonery”
column. As we approached the Oquirrh
Mountain Range to the East of SLC, we were
once again staring at an expansive ceiling
hovering just over the rugged terrain. At this
point, it felt like we were in the movie
Groundhog Day; once again having the
top-or-bottom discussion. If it weren’t for the
voyeur from SLC ATC who’s questioning of
our intents highly “encouraged” us to go on
top, we may have attempted to shoot the gap
this time. I don’t know who the stranger on

the other end of the frequency was, but if I
ever meet him I’ll definitely give him a fist
bump. He had routed us along the western
edge of the airport in the VFR corridor along
the ground and then we requested,
“Salt Lake Approach, 146MA found a hole.
Request permission to climb through Class
Bravo airspace and over Hill AFB to the East”.
We were followed and cleared by some of the
most courteous and helpful controllers we
(continued)
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have encountered over our combined years
of flying.

scenery with a 60kt tailwind blazing us along
with 190-205mph groundspeeds. We may
have set yet another Super Decathlon record.
We flew 404nm in 2.1 hours and burned less
than 20 gallons of fuel!

If at this point in the story, you can’t imagine
where we next found ourselves, I suspect you
Type to enter text
haven’t been reading very closely. Yes, after
only 30 minutes of spectacular views we were
once again VFR on top.

For the final 60nm of the flight, a cloud deck
once again presented itself and for the first
time we agreed to switch it up a bit and be on
the bottom. We ducked below the 3,000 ft
deck towards Fox River, Wisconsin, flying the
chicane through radio towers. The AWOS
6nm from 96C reported “wind 270@20,
gusting 26”. Fox River Runways: 01 – 19, 35’
x 2500’ (for reference, the Super D’s
wingspan is 32’). The straight-stiff windsock
indicated a cross wind so “perfectly” across
the runway, our final squabble was whether to
land 01 or 19! Britt, who was a stick hog the
entire flight, lined up for 19. On short-final the
cross-wind was so strong, Dave had to assist
from the back with some additional rudder
pressure – this was a humbling reminder to
Britt that she’s skipped too many leg-days at
the gym!

Next stop: Rock Springs, WY. As we
approached, ATC informed us “wind 210@18.
Runway 21 NOTAM closed”. We lined up for
Runway 27 and watched the snow drifting
across the runway as we were on short final.
We were realizing that Mother Nature has a
sick sense of humor but was treating us pretty
well for the conditions!
The day ended in Alliance, Nebraska, with
more screaming wind, frigid temperatures
(-12C on the ground) and a wall of solid IFR
to the East. We were 1,084 nm into our trip
and had seen about 50nm of Earth on our
“See America” tour. As we paid our fuel bill,
the phone rang at Heartland Aviation,
A l l i a n c e ’s b e s t F B O . T h e c o u r t e o u s
controllers from SLC were checking in on us
to make sure we arrived safely. Apparently
our aerobatic-like descent had abruptly put us
out of radar coverage and they were worried
about us. Fly it like you stole it!

We had finally reached our destination and
parked 6MA at the door of her maker. The
greeting party at American Champion had
watched our landing and later proclaimed that
when they heard us in the pattern they were
somewhat expecting to have to make some
additional unanticipated repairs to the
airplane after a 20kt cross wind landing
a t t e m p t . We a r e s o h a p p y t o h a v e
disappointed them, and are anxious to see if
they update the maximum demonstrated
crosswind component in the Super Decathlon
POH! In the end, despite the lack of
accomplishment of our original objective to
“See America”, the trip was a great
experience for both of us.

The Arrival: On our last day of the trip we
were finally able to enjoy some “scenery”.
Have any of you ever flown over Nebraska
and Iowa in Winter? I mean, really? Over the
previous two days we had crossed so much
beautiful terrain, with no visual reference to
the ground and when we finally had an
unrestricted view, it was just vastness of
frozen corn stubble! Fortunately, the aviation
Gods shined upon us and we “enjoyed” this
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IAC 38 February Chapter Meeting
Don’t miss our next Chapter meeting, Sunday February 24 at 15:00 at Mike
Flagella’s hangar. Dave Watson will facilitate a discussion on tips for preparing
for competitions, what to expect at a competition, and answer any questions.
Directions to Mike’s AeroClassics
Airport Gate is located at:
• 160 Airway Blvd., Livermore, CA 94551
• Gate Code is #50745* (you must punch in the # and * symbols)
• Follow taxi lines south all the way to the grass, then follow them to the East
(field will be on your right).
• Hangar 127 is all the way at the end on the left.
• Please park in front of Hangars 127 and 128 only.
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Get Better Soon Eva and Aaron!
Beth Stanton
On Saturday, February 10, 2019, Eva Twardokens and her instructor
and mentor Aaron Becker had an accident at Monterey Bay Academy
Airport during a landing in her Citabria. They were airlifted to Salinas
and have been in ICU in serious condition.
I’ve been on contact with Layne Lisser and Eva’s partner (in life and
crime), Mitch Robinson. Mitch has been by her side the entire time
and reports that they both should be ok after a long haul of recovery.
(continued)

Eva, Aaron and Buttercup after Eva’s taildragger sign off
and solo, 2016
13

A former Olympic skier and general all-around badass, Eva has been a
pilot since 1990, but it was her Citabira “Buttercup” that renewed her
passion for flying. Eva flew her first IAC contest in 2018 in the Primary
category in Coalinga. She was training for Sportsman category this
season.
We sent a gift certificate from IAC 38 to Mitch to a restaurant near the
hospital so he can keep up his strength. Please keep everyone
involved in your hearts and thoughts for speedy and complete
recoveries.

Mitch and Eva
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Arizona Great Lakes Joyride
Beth E. Stanton
Howard Kirker moved his Great Lakes from Livermore, CA to Deer Valley, AZ last year.
Since I was in Phoenix for Christmas, I just had to go visit the man, the myth, the
legend at his new digs. My BF Stacey, who lives in Phoenix, recently had a big
birthday, and I thought what better way to celebrate than with her first open cockpit
aerobatic joyride.
(continued)
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When Howard takes folks up for a recreational aerobatic flight, they are generally are
good for a few easy maneuvers before they have to come back. Not Stacey. In
addition to the requisite loops and rolls, they did spins, hammerheads, snaps and were
out there for close to an hour. I think she kind of liked it. “One of the best birthday gifts
ever!” Stacey exclaimed. “I giggled more than I talked because it was so much fun!”

(continued)
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Sammy Races at Red Bull!
Beth E. Stanton
Our own fun loving shenanigator Cali
aerobatic pilot Sammy Mason was the
youngest member of the 2014 U.S.
National Advanced Aerobatic Team. He also
just debuted as the youngest ever Red Bull
Air Race pilot. He flew his first Challenger
Class race at the Red Bull Air-Race
Abu-Dhabi on February 9, 2019. He flew a
clean and fast run, taking 4th place.

IAC38’s Paso Robles contest. We can say
we knew him when he was just a dirtbag
acro pilot. Oh, wait, he still is.
We’re so proud of you Sammy!
From an article on the Red Bull website:
Barely 25 at the start of the 2019 Red Bull
Air Race season, Challenger Class
newcomer Sammy Mason of the USA is the
youngest competitor in the history of the
sport. But Mason is already an accomplished
pilot, with over 3,200 hours in more than 60
types of aircraft. And he has been dreaming
about Air Racing since he was a kid.

“I had a great first race here in Abu Dhabi,”
Sammy said. “Smooth flight with no
penalties, that was the plan. Unfortunately it
wasn't fast enough for the podium, but I'm
happy with 4th in my first race!”
Boy, Sammy sure has come a long way
since flying his first contest in Primary
category in 2010 (in a motorglider!) at

"I grew up watching Michael Goulian and
Kirby Chambliss, and thinking, 'Man, that's
(continued)
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what I want to do,'" Mason shares. "I set
up my career with an end goal of making it
into the Red Bull Air Race."

Before another year passed, he had flown a
glider in his first airshow.
At age 19, Mason became the youngest
member of the US National Advanced
Aerobatic Team, and he quickly earned his
first Advanced title at the 2014 West Coast
Championships. As a 21-year-old, Mason
was one of the youngest airshow performers
ever to be invited to perform at EAA
AirVenture in Oshkosh, and today, when he
is not racing or working at his job as a pilot of
private jets (the Phenom 300 and the Learjet
45), he is an active aerobatic competitor in
the Unlimited category and performs in
airshows around the USA.

A third-generation pilot, Mason was just
three days old when he experienced his first
flight in a Piper Cub flown by his mother,
Rowena. He was named after his
grandfather, an aerobatic legend, and his
parents restore vintage aeroplanes and
manage the Santa Paula Airport in California
– where Mason now lives in a hangar
apartment. He started flying lessons at age
12 and soloed in a glider at 14 before soloing
in 10 different aircraft on his 16th birthday.

(continued)
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If Mason were not a pilot, he might be a
skateboarder – skating and surfing are his
favourite activities outside flying. But there is
little that can distract him from his focus on
building Air Racing skills, and while he
typically flies a restored Pitts Special or a
replica of his grandfather's Stearman, he is
especially looking forward to getting more
experience with the Challenger Class Edge
540 raceplane.

Pitts but is better in every way," Mason
says. "This sport fits well with my
personality and my love for competing. It's
a dream come true."
You can watch Sammy’s race here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CGZHCrIx
LD4&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR1HbYQi_
zkOuNvG9Wol3X721bn4GE7lSy9q6l2nHqi2R
jQK06JIAHAFnD8

"The first time I flew an Edge, I felt at home
immediately. It has similar qualities to my
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Coalinga Contest Status
Tom Myers

The big news for the Coalinga contest this year is that a brand new Best
Western Plus has opened about 5 minutes from the airport. I spoke to them,
and they still have plenty of room for the contest weekend. However, there is a
big event in Coalinga that weekend (the Toad Derby), so anyone interested in
staying there is highly encouraged to make reservations early as they will fill
up.
Here is their website:
https://www.bestwestern.com/en_US/book/hotels-in-coalinga/best-western-plu
s-coalinga-inn/propertyCode.05743.html
Yes, they have a pool there.
Brennon and I have begun preparations for the contest. No problems have
been encountered or are looming. The schedule is:
Wed May 29, Box setup and practice for the contest site setup volunteers.
Thursday May 30, Registration and box practice.
Friday May 31, Known and free flights. Briefing at 06:00.
Saturday June 01, Unknown flights and clean-up. Briefing at 06:00. Banquet at
Harris Ranch.
We have had great success flying early due to the frequent hot days there, so
we are advertising 06:00 briefings. If it looks like the weather will be cool, it is
much easier to change the briefing time to 07:00 at the contest.
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PRISTINE VAN’S RV-8 • $47,500 • PARTNERSHIP OFFERED • Seeking 1/2
owner share of 2003 Vans RV-8 built by famous builder Art Chard. Amazing
show-quality, custom paint by Craig Roberts. Awards include Reserve Grand
Champion Arlington, EAA Quality Workmanship Oshkosh. 488 hrs TTAF,
Lycoming 0-360 488 hrs TTSN, Apollo GX65 and MX20 MFD, El fuel computer
and 4 channel engine analyzer, Dynon EFIS D-10, auto pilot, intercom CD player,
Oregon Aero custom leather seats , leather interior, pulse landing lights, Hartzell
constant speed prop, Grove main gear with internal brake lines. Partner must
have good tailwheel experience and A&P preferred. • Contact Tom Grundherr,
Owner - located Livermore, CA USA • Telephone: 408-250-7690
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April 12- ! Hammerhead Roundup, Borrego Springs CA (L08)
May 3- ! Duel in the Desert, Apple Valley CA (KAPV)
May 31- ! Coalinga Western Showdown, Coalinga CA (C80)
June 14- ! Apple Cup, Ephrata WA (KEPH)
July 12- ! The Corvalis Corkscrew, Corvalis,CA (KCVO)

IAC38 2019 Calendar

Western Region Contests

We are a very diverse group of people with a lot of interesting stories to be told, and I
solicit your input. Submissions are welcomed. We’re not trying to win a Pulitzer Prize
here, so don’t be intimidated by a perceived lack of writing skills. If you have a story, or
an idea for one, please submit it! If you would like an article to be in the next issue
please submit within the week following the monthly meeting.
Dave Williams, dw370@comcast.net
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THINK & PRACTICE
SURVIVAL
ARE YOU PREPARED TO BAILOUT?

YES, I’M SEMI-RETIRED, BUT NOT OUT OF BUSINESS

I HAVE OVER 20 SOFTIES PILOT EMERGENCY PARACHUTES IN STOCK
READY FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY. MANY ARE DEMO MODELS IN LIKE NEW
CONDITION AT GREAT PRICES.
Learn more at www.SilverParachutes.com
You will also find:
Great Deals on New Softies and Used Parachutes
AcroBelt TM Five-Point Restraint with or without a Ratchet
SMAK PAK TM Parachute Survival Kits
Bailout Safety Seminars

“Serving aerobatic and glider pilots worldwide since
1972”
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Chapter 38 would like to extend a very special thank you to Evan and Zoe Peers of Air
Space Media. Contact:
Evan Peers, Airspace Media
www.airspacemedia.com
www.facebook.com/airspace1
650-868-8998
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2017 Coalinga Sponsors

Several supporters of
the aerobatic
community made
generous auction item
donations.

Silver Parachute Sales & Service
1257 Sanguinetti Rd., #210
Sonora, CA 95370
Phone: 209-532-7070
Email: Allen@SilverParachutes.com

We’d like to thank:
-Allen Silver
-Robert Marshall
-Pete Swan

Pete Swan Independent Parachute
Service
Lodi Airport, 23987 N. Highway 99,
Acampo, CA

-Hooker Harness
-Layne Lisser
We truly appreciate your
support, thank you!
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2019 IAC Chapter 38 team
President: Brittanee Lincoln
Vice-president: Dave Watson
Treasurer: Kate Harps
Assistant treasurer: Dale Roberts
Secretary: Tom Myers
Directors: Marian Harris, Chris Combs, Beth Stanton
Newsletter Editor: Dave Williams
Membership: Martin Price
Webmaster: Brett Goldsmith
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JOIN / RENEW
In addition to helping support all the activities of our chapter, IAC Chapter 38 membership is
an insurance requirement if you want to fly in the box at Tracy for critique days. If you are
receiving this newsletter and you know you need to get your membership updated, here are
several ways to do it:
-sign up here for the International Aerobatic Club: https://www.iac.org/roll-us-join-or-renew
-sign up here IAC38 (using PayPal): http://www.iac38.org
-sign up at our next chapter meeting, we accept cash, check and credit card
-Fill out this form and mail it to Kate with your check:

Kate Harps, IAC38 Treasurer
37 Crest Ave.
Richmond, CA 94801
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